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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

AND 

THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION I - NEW ENGLAND 

I. GENERAL 

This Memorandum of Agreement ("Agreement") establishes policies, responsibilities, and 
procedures pursuant to 40 CFR 271.8 for the State of Connecticut's Hazardous Waste program 
("State Program") authorized under section 3006 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
("RCRA or "the Act"), 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq. This Agreement sets forth the marmer in which 
the State Department ofEnviromnental Protection ("DEP" or the "State") and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") will coordinate the administration and enforcement of 
the State program and, pending State authorization, EP A's administration of the provisions of the 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA). For purposes ofthis Agreement, 
references to "RCRA" include HSW A. 

This Agreement is entered into by the Commissioner of the Connecticut Department of 
Environmental Protection, ("Commissioner") and the Regional Administrator, EPA New England 
("Regional Administrator"). 

DEP is the agency which will implement the State program and which will handle 
coordination and communication between the State and EPA. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to restrict in any way EP A's authority to 
fulfill its oversight and enforcement responsibilities under RCRA. Nothing in this Agreement 
shall be construed to contravene any provision of 40 CFR Part 271. This Agreement does not 
create any rights in persons not parties to this Agreement (e.g. any departure from this Agreement 
shall not be a defense for regulated parties in violation of enviromnental requirements). 

This Agn;ement may be modified upon the initiative of either party in order to ensure 
consistency with State program modifications made or for any other purpose mutually agreed 
upon. Any revisions or modifications to this Agreement must be in writing and must be signed 
by the Commissioner and the Regional Administrator. This Agreement will remain in effect 
until such time as State program authorization is withdrawn or is voluntarily transferred to EPA 
according to the criteria and procedures established in 40 CFR 271.22 and 40 CFR 271.23. 

This Agreement shall be executed by the Commissioner and the Regional Administrator 
and shall become effective at the time the State's updated authorization takes effect, which shall 
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be the date specified in the Federal Register notice of the Regional Administrator's decision to 
grant authorization to the State. This Agreement shall supersede the Agreement dated January 
10, 1991. 

II. POLICY STATEMENT 

Each of the parties to this Agreement is responsible for ensuring that its obligations under 
RCRA are met. Upon granting of final authorization by EPA, the State assumes primary 
responsibility for implementing the authorized provisions of the RCRA hazardous waste program 
within its boundaries except in Indian country which includes the lands of the Mohegan Nation 
and the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation or other nations that are recognized by the federal 
department in charge of indian affairs during the time that this agreement is in force. EPA 
retains its responsibility to ensure full and faithful execution of the requirements of RCRA, 
including full oversight and enforcement authority, and including direct implementation of 
HSW A provisions for which the State is not authorized to act. 

Section 3006(g) of RCRA provides that hazardous waste requirements and prohibitions 
promulgated pursuant to HSW A are applicable in authorized States at the same time that they are 
applicable in unauthorized States. While EPA retains responsibility for the direct 
implementation of those provisions ofHSWA which the State is not authorized to implement, it 
is the intention of EPA and the State to coordinate regarding the implementation of such 
provisions to the greatest degree possible. 

The State and EPA agree to maintain a high level of cooperation and coordination between 
their respective staffs in a partnership to assure successful and effective administration of the 
State program. 

EPA will oversee implementation of the authorized State program in order to ensure full 
execution of the requirements ofRCRA, to promote national consistency in implementation of 
the hazardous waste program, to allow EPA to report to the President and Congress on the 
achievements of the hazardous waste program, and to encourage the State and EPA to agree on 
desirable technical support and targets for joint efforts to prevent and mitigate environmental 
problems associated with the improper management of hazardous wastes. EPA will conduct 
oversight through written reporting requirements, and through overview of permits, corrective 
action, compliance and enforcement and progress under the Performance Partnership Agreements 
(PPA) or future such agreements. 

The State will seek to identify and advance efforts and implement directives that ensure 
uniform treatment of all Connecticut citizens with respect to matters involving public health and 
the environment. Accordingly, the State shall conduct its hazardous waste management program, 
policies and activities in a manner that ensures that such program, policies and activities do not 
have the effect of excluding persons (including populations) from participation in, denying 
persons (including populations) the benefits of, or subjecting persons (including populations) to 
discrimination under such programs, policies and activities, because of their race, color, national 
origin or economic status in accordance with the State's environmental equity policy. 
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III. STATE PROGRAM REVIEW 

A. General 

The Regional Administrator will assess the State's administration and enforcement of the 
hazardous waste program on a continuing basis for equivalence and consistency with RCRA, this 
Agreement, and all applicable Federal requirements and policies, and for adequacy of 
enforcement. This assessment will be accomplished by EPA review of information submitted by 
the State in accordance with this Agreement and the PP A, and by overview of permits, corrective 
action, and compliance and enforcement. 

The Regional Administrator may also consider, as part of this regular assessment, written 
comments about the State's program administration and enforcement that are received from 
regulated persons, the public, and Federal, State and local agencies. Copies of any such 
comments received by the Regional Administrator will be provided to the State. The State 
agrees to allow EPA access to all files and other information requested by the Regional 
Administrator, or his or her designee, and deemed necessary by EPA for reviewing State program 
administration and enforcement. 

EPA may conduct periodic program reviews with the state which may be scheduled as 
agreed to by the State and EPA. Such program review meetings between the State and EPA will 
be scheduled at reasonable intervals at least annually to review specific operating procedures and 
schedules, to resolve problems and to discuss mutual program concerns, including timeliness, 
appropriateness and effectiveness of program activities. These meetings will be scheduled at 
least fifteen days in advance unless mutually agreed to differently. A tentative agenda for the 
meeting will be prepared by EPA. Such reviews may consist of file and document reviews and 
discussions with staff and managers, and may take place in either agency office with 
communications via telephone, email or in person. EPA agrees to direct questions and point out 
actual cir potential deficiencies, if found, to management and to the project staff or program 
coordinators .. The State will notify EPA of actions it intends to take to correct any deficiencies 
identified by EPA.within 30 days ofEPA's notification. Any further followup will be 
determined on a case-by-case basis. During this process, the State and EPA agree that such 
review will be conducted in a cooperative manner with the goal of providing constructive 
improvement in State/EPA coordination and program performance. EPA will maintain an 
ongoing dialog about program issues. 

B. Identification of Priority Activities 

The State and EPA agree to develop, on an annual basis (or, if agreed to be more 
appropriate, on a biennial basis) as a part of the State PP A, criteria for priority activities 
including activities regarding handlers of hazardous waste. These criteria will be based on the 
relevant goals of the Government Performance Results Act (GPRA) other EPA guidance 
documents as may be appropriate, state priorities and DEP's strategic plan, and will serve to 
identify those activities which should receive the highest priority during the grant period. 
Examples of activities which will be considered high priority will include, but not be limited to, 
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facilities to be inspected, facilities to be permitted, and enforcement against facilities with known 
or suspected contamination which poses a risk to human health or the environment. 

EPA and the State recognize that funding and staff resources will play an important role in 
determining priorities and commitments under the PP A. In addition, commitments under the 
PPA may need to be re-negotiated should either agency propose a significant change in priorities 
or resource availability during the term of the PP A. 

IV. INFORMATION SHARING 

A. General 

As the national hazardous waste program continues to mature, the respective roles and 
responsibilities in this State/Federal partnership may change. As the respective information 
needs of the State and EPA evolve, changes to this section of the Agreement may be appropriate. 
Periodically, the State and EPA will carefully examine the following information sharing 
provisions for needed revision. 

Unless otherwise agreed upon, the State will send information and reports relating to 
enforcement to the Manager of the RCRA Enforcement Technical Unit (mail code SER); 
information relating to Corrective Action to the Manager of the RCRA Corrective Action Unit 
(mail code HBT); and information relating to Permitting, Authorization and Information 
Management to the manager of the Hazardous Waste Unit (mail code CHW). The mailing 
address is as follows: 

B. EPA 

US EPA, Region 1 
1 Congress Street - Suite 1100 

Boston, MA 02114-2023 

1. EPA will keep the State informed of the content and meaning of Federal statutes, 
regulations, guidelines, standards, policy decisions, directives, and any other factors that affect 
the State program. EPA will also provide training and general technical guidance to the State. 
EPA will share with the State any national reports developed by EPA from the data submitted 
through State reporting requirements. 

2. The State and EPA agree, when appropriate, to a joint permitting process (see Section V.D. 
of the Agreement). Under this process, EPA and the State will establish policies and procedures 
by which each will pursue their respective and/or joint responsibilities under HSW A. EPA and 
the State agree to the sharing of information for the purpose of joint permitting. Specifically 
included shall be the procedures for sharing and coordinating the exchange of information on the 
following: 
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a. Part A and Part B permit applications, whether received prior to the effective date of 
this Agreement or subsequent to the effective date of this Agreement and whether 
first received by the State or EPA; 

b. Such other information necessary to support the foregoing information; 

c. Copies of draft permits, proposed permit modifications, public notices; 

d. Copies of final permits and permit modifications; and 

e. Notices of permit denials. 

3. EPA agrees to make copies of any reports and data resulting from compliance inspections 
conducted by EPA, except for enforcement confidential criminal program inspections, available 
to the State within response time guidelines established by EPA's "Hazardous Waste Civil 
Enforcement Response Policy." If the time guideline cannot be met for a particular inspection, 
EPA agrees to notify the State before the designated amount of time elapses. 

4. As resources allow, EPA agrees to provide technical assistance to the state upon request. 

5. As resources allow, EPA agrees to provide training to the sate upon request. 

6. EPA will make available to the State other relevant information as requested which the 
State needs to implement its approved program. Information provided to the State will be subject 
to the terms of 40 CFR Part 2, as described in F below. 

C. State 

1. The State agrees to inform the Regional Administrator of any proposed program changes 
which would affect the State's ability to implement the authorized program with as much advance 
notice as possible. Program changes of concern include modification of the State's legal 
authorities (i.e., statutes, regulations and judicial or legislative actions affecting those 
authorities), and resource levels (i.e., available or budgeted personnel and funds). Program 
changes also include legal changes that would affect compliance monitoring and enforcement, 
such as privileges and immunities laws. The State recognizes that program revisions must be 
made in accordance with the provisions of 40 CFR271.21, and that until approved by EPA, 
revisions are not authorized as RCRA Subtitle C requirements. EPA agrees to support the State 
with timely review of proposed State legislation that might have a significant potential to affect 
the authorized hazardous waste program. 

2. Through development of the PPA, EPA and the State will agree on the type and frequency 
of reports the State will make in order for EPA to maintain oversight of the implementation of 
the State's authorized program. Such reporting shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. Compliance monitoring and enforcement information, and information indicating 
the status of the State's permitting, closure, post-closure, and corrective action 
activities. 
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b. Various reports designed to accurately describe the status of the State's authorized 
program including biennial reports summarizing the quantities and types of 
hazardous waste generated, transported, treated, stored and disposed in the State. 

3. Where the State Program involves the granting of variances under section 22a-449( c )- · 
108(a)(l) of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies ("RCSA") or waivers under section 
22a-449(c)-105(a)(l) RCSA, the State agrees to provide EPA with a copy of each State variance 
or waiver at the time it is granted, including any exemptions granted under sections 22a-449( c )-
100 through 119 RCSA relevant to authorized portions of the State program. Variances and 
waivers shall be granted consistent with Federal requirements. To ensure such consistency, the 
State shall consult with EPA as appropriate prior to granting variances and waivers. 

4. EPA will continue to process rulemaking petitions including variances, waivers and 
delistings under 40 CFR 260, Subpart C. However, EPA agrees to include the State in pre
petition discussions with petitioners, and EPA will notify the State within a reasonable time of 
receiving a petition which affects a specific facility in the State. The Commissioner, or his or her 
designee, will inform EPA in writing of the State's intent to consult with EPA in its review and 
evaluation of the petition. Rulemaking petitioners in the State will submit petitions to the 
Regional Administrator. In the event that these petitions are submitted to the State in lieu of 
EPA, the State will retain a copy and immediately forward the petition to EPA. 

Should EPA require the assistance of the State in the review of the petition, this work 
sharing activity will be negotiated at the time the PP A is being negotiated, or subsequently as an 
additional element to be added to or substituted into the work plan. 

EPA will notify the State prior to publishing a proposed delisting determination in the 
Federal Register, and when the final determination is made. A copy of the Federal Register 
Notice announcing EPA's tentative determination will be.provided to the State. EPA will notify 
the State if any public comments are received on EPA's tentative determination and provide 
copies if requested. As necessary, and if requested, EPA agrees to consult with the State in the 
development of any response to comments. 

A copy ofEPA's final determination on the petition, as published in the Federal Register, will be 
provided to the State. If the State concurs with an affirmative EPA decision on a delisting 
petition, the Commissioner agrees to follow appropriate state procedures to officially incorporate 
EP A's rulemaking decision into the State's program. 

5. So that EPA can provide overview of State permits, the State agrees to provide EPA with 
copies of draft and final State permits, and draft and final Class 2 and Class 3 State permit 
modifications. The State program agrees to provide this information with sufficient time prior to 
the public comment period to allow EPA the opportunity to .identify and provide comment on any 

· significant EPA concerns before the comment period opens. 

6. The State agrees to provide EPA with copies ofreports and data resulting from any 
compliance inspection and subsequent enforcement actions, when EPA requests such copies. 
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7. The State agrees to provide any pertinent information requested by the Regional 
Administrator, or his or her designee, within a mutually agreed upon time frame, as necessary for 
EPA to carry out its oversight responsibilities. 

D. Notification 

The State is responsible for receiving, processing, and verifying information on all 
notification forms. So that EPA can maintain a national inventory of all hazardous waste 
handlers, the State agrees to enter into RCRAinfo, in a timely manner, all data received from 
new hazardous waste generators, transporters and treatment, storage and disposal facilities in the 
State, and any updates or changes in previously submitted notification information. 

EPA and the State have jointly decided that the State will assign all EPA I.D. numbers and 
enter all notification data into RCRAinfo. If the applicant submits a Site ID form or a 
notification form (8700-12 or equivalent) directly to EPA, EPA will forward the form to the State 
for the assignment of an 1.D. number withln 30 days of receipt. If the State receives a 
notification form from EPA or from the applicant, the State will assign an l.D. number to the 
applicant and inform the applicant of its ntUI!ber. There is an exception to this protocol relating 
to non-notifiers identified by EPA RCRA inspectors. In such instances, EPA will assign a "non
notifier" ID number using limited information on the facility provided by the inspector. Such 
information will be entered into RCRAinfo and provided to the state within 30 days. 

E. RCRA Data Management 

1. The State agrees to use, maintain, and enter data into the national RCRA data management 
systems (presently RCRAinfo ). The State currently enters only notification and 
compliance monitoring and enforcement data whlle EPA enters permitting and corrective 
action data. This arrangement is temporary, however, as EPA is transitioning the data 
entry function for state activities to the states. A decision as to when the State will assume 
these data entry responsibilities will be made during FY2004. 

2. The State is responsible for the correctness of the data it enters. The State will correct any 
State data errors in the RCRAinfo edit reports in a timely manner. The State will provide 
all core data to RCRAinfo, as defined by EPA Headquarters, plus non-core data as agreed 
to with Region I program offices. EPA is responsible for the correctness of the data it 
enters, and will correct any data errors that EPA has created in a timely manner. 

3. The State will run data assessment reports provided by EPA on the Region I RCRARep 
Reports menu at least once a quarter and make indicated corrections promptly. 

4. The State will collect Biennial Reporting data and provide the data to EPA for loading into 
RCRAinfo according to the schedule promulgated by EPA Headquarters, and the schedule 
in thePPA. 
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5. EPA will inform the State promptly when changes are made to RCRAinfo that might affect 
the State's implementation ofRCRAinfo. EPA will assist the State in RCRAinfo 
consulting and training as resources allow. 

6. EPA will help the State maximize usefulness of RCRAlnfo data by enhancing existing 
reports or writing new report programs to fit specifications of the State. These reports will 
be found in the Region I reporting tool, RCRARep. 

F. Site Visits 

EPA is responsible for maintaining reliable national data on hazardous waste management. 
This data is used to report to the President and Congress on the achievements of the hazardous 

waste program and to support EP A's regulatory development efforts. Whenever EPA determines 
that it needs to obtain such information, EPA will first seek to gain this information from the 
States. The State agrees to supply EPA with this information if readily available and as resources 
allow. If the State is unable to provide the information or if it is necessary to supplement the 
State information, EPA may conduct a special survey or perform information collection site 
visits after notifying the State (normally with at least seven days advance notice). EPA will share 
with the State any national reports developed by EPA as a result of such information collection. 

G. Emergency Situations 

Upon receipt of any information that the handling, storage, treatment, transportation, or 
disposal of hazardous waste is endangering human health or the environment, the party in receipt 
of such information shall immediately notify by telephone the other party(ies) to this Agreement 
of the existence of such situation. 

CTDEP Emergency Spill Response: 1-860-424-3338 or 3333 

National Response Center: 1-800-424-8802 

H. Confidentiality 

1. Any information obtained or used in the administration of the State program shall be 
made available to EPA upon request without restriction. If the information has been 
submitted to the State under a claim of confidentiality, the State must submit that claim to 
EPA when providing such information. Any information obtained from the State and 
subject to a claim of confidentiality will be treated in accordance with the regulations in 
40 CFR Part 2, Public Information. 

2. EPA agrees to furnish to the State information in its files which is not submitted under a 
claim of confidentiality and which the State needs to implement its program. Subject to 
the conditions in 40 CFR Part 2 (including approval to receive confidential information 
pursuant to 40 CFR 2.305(h)(i) and (ii)), EPA will furnish to the State information 
submitted to EPA under a claim of confidentiality which the State needs to implement its 
program. All information EPA agrees to transfer to the State will be transferred in 
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 2. EPA will notify affected facilities 
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when such information is sent to the State. The State will handle such information 
consistent with its laws, which will be reviewed by EPA pursuant to 40 CFR 2.305(h)(i) 
and (ii) prior to furnishing the State confidential information. 

V. PERMIT ISSUANCE 

A. EPA Permitting 

Upon authorization of the State program, EPA will suspend issuance of Federal permits 
(or portions thereof) for requirements applicable to hazardous waste treatment, storage, and 
disposal facilities for which the State is being authorized. EPA will continue to issue new RCRA 
permits (or portions thereof) imposing requirements mandated by HSW A that are not covered by 
the State's authorized program, until the State receives final authorization for equivalent and 
consistent State standards. 

As the State receives authorization for additional provisions of HSW A, EPA will suspend 
issuance of Federal permits for those provisions. EPA will also transfer any pending permit 
applications, completed permits or pertinent file information to the State within thirty days of the 
approval of the State program in conformance with the conditions of this Agreement. 

Whenever EPA adds HSW A permitting standards for processes not previously covered 
by Federal regulations, EPA will process and enforce RCRA permits (or portions of permits) in 
the State in the new areas until the State receives final authorization for them. 

B. EPA Overview of State Permits 

While EPA may comment on any permit application or draft permit, EP A's overview 
function will focus primarily on those facilities identified by the State and EPA in the PP A. 

Although EPA and the State will attempt to resolve any outstanding EPA concerns prior 
to the public comment period, EPA may comment in writing on any draft permit or proposed 
permit modification, which is undergoing public comment, whether or not EPA commented on 
the permit application or prior drafts of the permit or permit modification. EPA will provide such 
written comment within 45 days ofEPA's receipt of the draft permit or proposed permit 
modification which is undergoing public comment. Where EPA indicates in a comment that 
issuance, modification, reissuance, termination or denial of the permit would be inconsistent with 
the approved State program, EPA shall include in the comment: 

a. a statement of the reasons for the comment (including the section of the law or 
regulations that supports the comment), 

b. the actions that should be taken by the State in order to address the comment 
(including the conditions which the permit would include if it were issued by 
EPA) and 

c. for any comment that is significant enough for EPA to take action against the 
holder of the permit after issuance under section 3008 ofRCRA{refer to the 
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Section VII. A.), a statement that it is necessary for a condition(s) to be included 
in the permit to implement approved State program requirements, and that if the 
condition(s) is/are not included in the permit, EPA may take action under section 
3008 ofRCRA against the permit holder for not complying with such 
condition(s). 

EPA shall also send a copy of its .written comments to the applicant. 

EPA shall withdraw such comments when satisfied that the State has met or refuted its 
concerns and shall also provide the permit applicant with a copy of such withdrawal. 

The State and EPA agree to meet or confer whenever necessary to resolve a disagreement 
between their staffs on the terms of any RCRA permit to be issued by the State. 

Under section 3008(a)(3) ofRCRA, EPA may terminate a State-issued permit in 
accordance with the procedures of 40 CFR Part 124, Subpart E, or bring an enforcement action in 
accordance with the procedures of 40 CFR Part 22 in the case of a violation of a State program 
requirement. In exercising these authorities, EPA will observe the conditions established in 40 
CFR 27l.19(e). 

C. State Permitting 

The State is responsible for expeditiously drafting, circulating for public review and 
comment, issuing, modifying, reissuing and terminating RCRA permits which include 
requirements contained in the authorized provisions of the State's program for hazardous wast~ 
treatment, storage and disposal facilities. The State will do so in a manner consistent with RCRA 
as amended by HSW A, this Agreement, all other applicable requirements, and the State's 
Program Description. 

The State agrees to issue, modify and reissue all permits contained in the authorized 
portions of the State's program in accordance with section 22a-449( c )-110 RCSA and to include 
as permit conditions all applicable requirements of the Connecticut Hazardous Waste 
Management Regulations. This agreement also applies to permits issued after final authorization 
but for which the processing may have begun before final authorization. 

The State agrees that any compliance schedules contained in permits it issues will require 
compliance with applicable standards as soon as possible. 

The State agrees to consider all comments EPA makes on permit applications and draft 
permits. The State will satisfy or refute EP A's concerns on a particular permit application, 
proposed permit modification, or draft permit in writing before issuing the permit or making the 
modification. 

D. Joint Permitting Process 

Pursuant to section 3006(g)(l ), and in accordance with the HSW A, EPA has the authority 
to issue or deny permits (or portions of permits) which impose requirements and prohibitions 
mandated by HSW A. EPA will retain such authority for facilities in Connecticut until the State 
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amends its program to reflect those requirements and prohibitions and receives authorization for 
those amendments. 

EPA and the State will establish, when appropriate in accordance with section 3006(c)(3) 
ofRCRA, a joint permitting process for the issuance ofRCRA permits in Connecticut. The 
details and roles and responsibilities of EPA and the State for joint permitting shall be · 
incorporated into a separate Joint Permitting Agreement which will be developed should the need 
arise for EPA and the State to issue a joint permit. Once developed, the details of the joint 
permitting process Agreement shall be reviewed and revised as often as necessary to assure its 
continued appropriateness. 

Upon authorization of the State for any of the provisions ofHSWA, the specifics of the 
Joint Permitting Agreement shall be amended to reflect the authorization. 

VI. CORRECTIVE ACTION 

A. General 

The State and EPA agree to conduct the RCRA Corrective Action Program in a manner 
that promotes rapid achievement of cleanups while protecting human health and the 
environment. EPA and the State will, to the extent practicable: 

1. maximize the collective resources of both EPA and the State to achieve the 
waste site cleanup goals of both agencies. 

2. embrace flexible, practical, results-based approaches that focus on control of 
human exposure, control of the migration of contaminated groundwater, 
beneficial reuse, and final cleanup; 

3. provide ready public access to information and meaningful opportunities for 
public involvement in the cleanup process; 

4. foster a culture of innovation, creativity, communication and technical 
expertise focused on accelerating cleanups and meeting. program goals; 

5. carefully consider key program guidance (and any updates) in conducting the 
RCRA Corrective Action Program; and 

6. support each other with any special initiatives such as those that pertain to the 
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) or on particular 
watersheds or media. 

EPA will assist the State with all aspects of the RCRA cleanup program and support its 
efforts to conduct faster, focused and more flexible RCRA cleanups. The State agrees to work 
cooperatively with EPA in achieving current and future GPRA goals for Corrective Action, the 
details of which will be established in PP As. The State and EPA will establish Corrective Action 
program coordinators who will be the primary points of contact between the two agencies. The 
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coordinators for the State and EPA will strive to meet on no less than a monthly basis (with 
associated managers or other staff, as appropriate) to discuss program and/or facility-specific 
progress or issues. These meetings will be either in person or by conference call. 

B. Transition and Coordination 

1. Coordination Plan 

EPA and the State will implement short and long-term facility-specific objectives in 
accordance with the Corrective Action Universe Coordination Plan (coordination plan) appended 
to this Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). The coordination plan lists each facility in 
Connecticut for which there is a federal RCRA Corrective Action interest (i.e. will include 
permit-track, interim status disposal facilities, and other interim status facilities), its priority, the 
short and long term objectives for the facility, the lead agency, the mechanism (i.e. the agreement 
or directive upon which Corrective Action objectives are being achieved), target dates and the 
point at which the lead agency will change (if at all). The coordination plan will be updated as 
needed, but no less than on an armual basis, through the coordinators described above. The 
schedule for annual updates may be set to conform with deadlines for reporting information to 
EPA Headquarters or for meeting deadlines associated with future PP As and associated grants. 

The State and EPA will attempt to meet on at least a monthly basis to discuss program 
progress or issues. These meetings will be either in person or by conference call. 

2. Designation of Lead and Support Agencies 

The State and EPA agree to utilize the concept of lead and support agencies. The lead 
agency will have responsibility for overall project management at a Corrective Action site. At a 
minimum, the lead agency will take responsibility for setting deadlines, coordinating 
correspondence (e.g. comment letters), arranging meetings or negotiation sessions, coordinating 
field oversight, coordinating public involvement, making remedy decisions, responding to the 
press, and reporting milestones to program databases. Alternatively, the support agency could 
assist the lead agency on any or all of the lead agency responsibilities. Typical examples of 
support agency functions could include hydrogeological or ecological risk technical support, 
preparing fact sheets for community involvement, performing field oversight for a specific 
sampling event, and commenting on work products submitted by facilities or their consultants. 

It is the mutual goal of both agencies to have the State eventually serve as the lead agency 
for all disposal facilities in Connecticut. However, the transition to do so is expected to be a 
multi-year process and many facilities may transition from EPA-lead to State-lead during the 
latter phases of Corrective Action (e.g. during the operations and maintenance phase of 
remediation or when continuation of institutional controls are the only remaining long-term 
requirement). 

The designation of lead agency will be made through mutual agreement of both agencies. 
The following guidelines will be considered when determining the lead agency, although 
exceptions are expected to occur. 
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a. The State generally will serve as the lead agency for all solid waste landfills 
that contain hazardous waste units. 

b. The State generally will serve as the lead agency at all RCRA permitted 
facilities when the permit is being issued, reissued or modified. 

c. The State generally will be considered the lead agency at disposal facilities that 
fall within the regulatory program of section 22a-449( c )-1 OS(h) RCSA where 
EPA has no other formal mechanism in place. 

d. The State generally will be the lead agency at interim status treatment and/or 
storage facilities that fall within the property transfer program and where EPA 
has no other formal mechanism in place. 

e. EPA generally will be the lead agency at interim status treatment and/or storage 
facilities that do not have a state legal mechanism (e.g. state order or property 
transfer commitment) in place. 

f. EPA generally will continue to act as the lead agency at facilities where it has a 
legally based mechanism in place and the State has no legal mechanism (other 
than section 22a-449(c)-105(h) RCSA) in place. In such cases the transition to 
the State would occur when full compliance with the legally based mechanism 
has been acknowledged by EPA or the mechanism has been terminated (e.g. a 
permit expires or EPAterminates an order). 

g. EPA lead sites generally will become DEP lead sits after remedy decisions are 
made. 

h. Facilities that have both a state and a federal legal mechanism in place will be 
determined on a case-by-case basis. 

i. As appropriate, EPA will serve as the lead agency to achieve short-term 
objectives with clearly definable endpoints (e.g. implementation of an interim 
measure, achievement of an environmental indicator). 

The State or EPA can request that the other agency take over the lead at a particular site. Such 
requests can be for any reason and need not comply with the guidelines above. 

C. Roles and Responsibilities of Lead and Support Agencies 

It is the responsibility of the lead agency to determine the appropriate mechanism for 
achieving Corrective Action goals. The lead agency will consider the views of the support 
agency when making decisions regarding its choice of A Corrective Action mechanism. 

The agencies will make every effort to correspond with facilities through the lead agency. 
Direct correspondence (e.g. phone, e-mail, regular mail, facsimile) between facilities and the 
support agency will be closely coordinated with the lead agency in order to minimize confusion. 
The agencies recognize that the support agency may have the same level of interest in a facility as 
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the lead agency. Thus, the lead agency will make every effort to: 1) inform the support agency of 
activities underway on projects such as field work, meetings, decisions, correspondence 
development, etc.; 2) provide advance notice of Corrective Action decisions and will consider 
the support agency's conunents in final Corrective Action decisions; 3) include any and all of the 
input of the support agency through meetings, correspondence, etc.; 4) copy the support agency 
on all correspondence (e.g. approvals of reports/work plans, disapproval comment letters, permit 
modifications, permits and orders, statements of basis for proposed remedy and final remedy 
decisions); 5) make certain that facilities copy the support agencies with all deliverables and 
correspondence; and 6) follow-up with facilities on the support agency's input. 

The support agency will provide specific functions in accordance with the schedule set out 
by the lead agency. The support agency will notify the lead agency to request extensions. 
The lead agency will make every effort to accommodate the support agency's input and requests 
but may proceed without input from the support agency in order to advance projects in a timely 
manner. The support agency does not relinquish any authority while in the support role. The 
lead agency will make every effort to achieve environmental outputs sought by the support 
agency as if the support agency were utilizing its authority in a lead role. 

For all interim status land disposal facilities, the State has the responsibility for 
determining when interim status should be terminated (e.g., based on the completion of all 
closure and corrective action obligations such that no permit is necessary). However, the two 
agencies will cooperate and coordinate to ensure that both are in agreement that all necessary 
cleanup steps have occurred, prior to the termination of a facility's interim status. To ensure that 
such coordination occurs, the State agrees to notify EPA in writing at least 60 days prior to 
starting the public conunent process to terminate a facility's interim status. 

D. Use of Licensed Environmental Professionals at Corrective Action Sites 

EPA and the State agree that Licensed Environmental Professionals (LEPs) are one tool 
that the State may utilize at some interim status disposal facilities in its role as the lead agency 
within certain boundaries outlined below. LEPs may be delegated the day-to-di:iy decisions 
regarding site characterization and remediation, subject to state oversight. When the State 
designates that a project can be overseen by a LEP it does not mean that the State has no further 
involvement with that project. In fact, the State will maintain the ability to use its enforcement 
and permit authority to require actions at any facility at which a LEP fails to perform adequately. 

The State agrees to remain involved at sites at which LEPs have been assigned in order to: 
1) answer questions regarding how an investigation or clean-up should proceed or how a State 
regulation should be interpreted, 2) make certain that adequate public involvement occurs during 
the remedy decision and Corrective Action completion phases, and 3) provide a check of the 
adequacy ofLEP work regarding Corrective Action completion, including following the 
procedures in section 22a-449(c)-i 10(a)(2)(RR) RCSA prior to removing any disposal facilities 
from interim status. 

The State will consider the following when determining whether an LEP will be utilized at 
a RCRA Corrective Action facility: 
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1. The potential risk to human health and the environment posed by any discharge, 
spillage, uncontrolled loss, seepage or filtration of hazardous waste on the parcel; 

2. The degree of environmental investigation at the parcel; 
3. The proximity of the parcel to significant natural resources; 
4. The character of the land uses surrounding the parcel; 
5. The complexity of.the environmental condition of the parcel; and 
6. Any other factor the commissioner deems relevant, including, but not limited to: 

a. Status of any enforcement actions; 
b. Potential for impact to sensitive receptors in the area, (especially private or 

public drinking water supplies); 
c. Interests of other State divisions involved with the site; 
d. Compliance history of party certifying to investigate and remediate; 
e. Likelihood that extensive State involvement will be needed while 

reviewing alternative approaches under the State's Remediation Standard 
Regulations (RSRs) or Covenant-Not-To-Sue; and 

f. Time critical issues regarding site redevelopment. 

Facilities at which LEPs have been assigned are required to submit to the State- progress 
reports and all technical documents, including investigation reports and remedial action plans. 
The State agrees to play an important role in ensuring that adequate public participation takes 
place. LEPs must obtain the Commissioner's approval before a remedial approach is chosen that 
requires a subjective decision, such as an engineered control variance. 

In order to determine that clean-ups are valid, the State agrees to review the LEP 
verifications at each land disposal facility in accordance with section 22a-449(c)-l 10(a)(2)(RR) 
RCSA. Schedules for conducting such reviews will be agreed upon in the PP As. These reviews 
will be conducted prior to terminating the interim status of a facility. For facilities where 
corrective action has been completed without the need for ongoing controls, these reviews will 
occur in connection with proceedings to determine that no permits are necessary. For facilities 
which require long term operation and maintenance, and monitoring (e.g., closed landfills), these 
reviews will be conducted in connection with the issuance of post closure permits requiring the 
long term operation and maintenance, and monitoring. For facilities which require institutional 
controls the State will make clear that any termination of interim status at such facilities is based 
on the facility remaining in compliance with the institutional controls. For any facility which 
undergoes remediation under Conn. Gen Stat. §22a-133y (a voluntary program), the State will 
initiate review of a licensed environmental professional's remedial action report within sixty (60) 
days of submittal of such report, to determine whether further remediation is necessary. 

The State also will ascertain those sites that should be audited in greater detail. The State 
will analyze the results of its audits to determine the circumstances where LEPs need better 
guidance and training. Taking disciplinary action against a LEP is also an option that the State 
may exercise. 

E. Remediation Standards 

The State agrees that all remedies it selects or approves (including remedies overseen by 
LEPs) will meet the following threshold criteria: 
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1. Protect human health and the environment, 
2. Achieve media clean-up objectives including the state's RSRs, and 
3. Control sources of releases to reduce or eliminate further releases. 

EPA and the State agree thatthe State's RSRs, sections 22a-133k-l through 3 RCSA, 
will be the primary tool for determining whether the above criteria have been met. The RSRs 
contain numeric standards for the remediation of soil and groundwater. EPA has reviewed these 
numeric standards and determined that they generally meet the federal requirement for protection 
of human health and the environment. 

In addition, the RSRs contain "Omnibus" provisions (section 22a-133k-2(i) RCSA) that 
allow the State to require additional measures as necessary to protect human health arid the 
environment. The State agrees to utilize this authority as necessary to meet the federal 
requirements for protection of human health and the environment. In particular, the State will 
utilize this authority to require site-specific cleanup criteria for lead in soil, to account for 
different exposure assumptions for children and pregnant women, at all sites subject to RCRA 
corrective action. The State will follow EPA guidance for using a default residential direct 
exposure criterion of 400 mg/kg and expects to follow future changes to EPA' s guidance. 

In addition, the State agrees to utilize its Omnibus authority to require that an ecological 
risk assessment will be completed at all sites subject to RCRA corrective action. The ecological 
risk assessment will evaluate the potential for ecological receptors to be exposed to 
contaminants, and will ensure that remedial goals and objectives address protection of those 
receptors from existing or potential contaminant exposures. The State plans to develop guidance 
on how to conduct ecological risk assessments, which will be included in the Appendix of the 
Draft Site Characterization Guidance. 

In addition, the State agrees to require that a Quality Assurance Project Plan ("QAPP") 
will be developed at all sites subject to RCRA corrective action. The QAPPs will be prepared in 
accordance with the document titled: Quality Assurance Guidance for Conducting Brownfields 
Site Assessments, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency OSWER Directive No. 9230.0-83P, in 
order to ensure that data collected is of sufficient quality to make decisions regarding the 
investigation and remediation of the site. 

In particular, the QAPPs will meet the following requirements. First, while a QAPP may 
reference other documents which contain pertinent information relevant to a required element of 
a QAPP, all the documents must be submitted to the State and publicly available. Second, 
QAPPs must define data quality objectives to support remedial decisions and from these, design 
the appropriate quality assurance/quality control tools. As an aspect of quality control, the QAl'P 
must define the level of verification and validation required to meet the objectives. Note that the 
determination that data are of sufficient quality can be routinely achieved by validation 
conducted by LEPs. Data validation by the State or an independent third party contracted by the 
facility is not necessarily required. 

)' 

Finally, the State agrees to utilize its Omnibus authority to require site specific risk 
assessments at RCRA corrective action sites, when necessary to protect human health and the 
environment. The RSRs provide risk based remediation criteria, which are based on 
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conservative assumptions and thus are generally highly protective. However, there are unusual 
situations (including those listed in the Program Description) where the RSRs' model for 
formulating the risk is different from a site-specific condition. These situations may trigger the 
need for site-specific risk assessments. 

For sites where review and approval of the remediation will be conducted by the State 
itself, the State will utilize its Omnibus authority, as needed, as part of its ongoing oversight of 
the remediation. For sites where day to day oversight of the remediation is delegated to LEPs, 
the State will utilize its Omnibus authority as follows. It will timely notify the facility in writing 
of any supplemental requirements. As resources allow, the state also plans to provide training to 
LEPs, making them aware of the need to identify and notify the State about unusual risk 
situations and then to address them in coordination with the State. 

In order to remain in compliance with EPA state authorization requirements including 40 
CFR 271.1 (g), the State needs to maintain protective remediation standards. The State agrees to 
timely notify EPA about any changes planned to be made to the RSRs, prior to proposing such 
changes and taking public comment. EPA agrees to timely notify the State if it believes that any 
changes would result in the RSRs no longer meeting the federal requirement for protection of 
human health and the environment. · 

F. Approach to Non-Land Disposal Facilities 

Federal corrective action obligations apply not only to permitted facilities (i.e., active 
TSDFs and former land disposal facilities required to seek post-closure permits), but also to 
certain former non-land disposal facilities which do not need permits. In Connecticut, the 
affected facilities are mostly container storage areas and tanks. As permit applicants initially, 
these facilities acquired site wide corrective action obligations that must be met. However, most 
of these facilities intend to close their treatment and storage units in accordance with the closure 
by removal or decontamination (clean closure) requirements of 40 CFR Part 264, and thus will 
not need an operating permit or a post-closure permit. 1 Thus in the federal program these 
facilities are subject to corrective action through Orders issued under RCRA section 3008(h) 
rather than through permits. Thus such facilities are not included within the authorization when 
EPA authorizes a state. to operate the corrective action permit program. 

However, the State is seeking to operate the entire corrective action program for all 
facilities regardless of permit status [currently permitted facilities, facilities awaiting permit 
issuance, and facilities that no lpnger need a permit], whether or not the facilities are within the 
corrective action universe included in the EPA authorization (except for sites where EPA will be 
the lead agency, as discussed in sectionVl.B. above). The state's goal is to simplify and 
coordinate the remedial requirements of all facilities subject to corrective action in Connecticut, 

· so as to avoid having facilities subject to separate cleanup requirements from both the State and 
EPA. EPA shares the goal of supporting a One Cleanup approach to the maximum appropriate 
extent. 

While the State's regulations compelling implementation of corrective action at interim 

1 If a facility is unable to clean close, it will be subject to the post closure permit requirements for land disposal 
units, and thus will be covered under the formally authorized corrective action program. 
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status land disposal facilities do not apply to non-land disposal facilities, many of these facilities 
nevertheless have or will implement corrective action under the state's Property Transfer Act, 
Conn. Gen:. Stat. §22a-134 et seq. Facilities undergoing corrective action under the Property 
Transfer Act must follow the same investigative procedures and must meet the same clean-up 
endpoints as facilities subject to the land-disposal facilities regulation, in accordance with the 
State's RSRs. As set forth in section VI. E. of this Memorandum of Agreement, above, the State 
is committing to utilize its Omnibus authority in the RSRs as necessary to ensure that the federal 
corrective action standard of protection of human health and the environment is met at all 
corrective action sites. The State will do this for all facilities subject to federal corrective action 
requirements whether or not they are within the authorized program, including the non-land 
disposal facilities. As set forth in section VI. D. of this Memorandum of Agreement above, the 
State also is committing to ensure that there is governmental oversight and public comment 
regarding work carried out under the direction of Licensed Environmental Professionals at 
corrective action sites. In particular, the State is committing to following the government 
oversight and public comment procedures in section 22a-449( c)-11 O(a)(2)(RR) RCSA prior to 
removing any disposal facilities from interim status. The State will follow the same government 
oversight and public comment procedures prior to removing any non-disposal facilities from 
interim status. The State will do this by requiring that mail notice be given to all persons on a 
facility mailing list, in addition to following the procedures specified. in Conn. Gen. Stats. 22a-
6(h). Note that this government oversight and public comment that will occur at the completion 
of the corrective action process is in addition to government oversight and public comment that 
occurs at the time ofremedy selection, under both the State's regulations governing corrective 
action at disposal facilities and the Transfer Act. See section 22a-449( c )-1 OS(h) RCSA; 
Conn.Gen. Stat. §22a-134a(i). 

EPA Region I has reviewed and evaluated the State's Property Transfer Act program, and 
has determined that if it is implemented in accordance with the commitments made by the State 
above, it should result in cleanups that meet the Corrective Action objectives stated in section VI. 
A. of this Memorandum of Agreement, above. In particular, Region I has concluded that: 

a. Cleanups at non-disposal facilities under the planned program should result in timely and 
appropriate response actions that protect human health and the environment, offer adequate 
opportunity for meaningful public involvement, and ensure adequate governmental oversight and 
the availability of technical assistance; 

b. The planned program will use written mechanisms to establish a plan and schedule for 
remediation as well as to determine that the approved response action has been completed; 

c. The State has adequate enforcement resources and authority to ensure completion of 
response actions if a party subject to the Property Transfer Act fails or refuses to complete the 
required actions; 

d. Th\l planned program will use the same StateRSRs risk-based standards to manage 
contaminated soil, groundwater, and other environmental contamination, as the authorized 
program. These standards are based on human and environmental risk factors, current and future 
land use, and issues developed from community participation. 
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Following authorization of the State's corrective action program, EPA will retain all of its 
inspection and enforcement rights and authorities (e.g., under sections 3008(h), 3013 and 7003 of 
RCRA) with respect to the non-disposal facilities subject to this MOA agreement, just as it 
retains these inspection and enforcement rights and authorities with respect to facilities covered 
by the authorized program. However, generally EPA Region I does not anticipate taking action 
pursuant to its RCRA corrective action authorities at non-disposal facilities undergoing 
corrective action under the planned Transfer Act program described above, except where one or 
more of the following circumstances apply: 

1. Region I determines that the site may pose an imminent and substantial endangerment to 
public health, welfare or the environment; 

2. The facility owner or operator fails to properly implement a course of action required by the 
Transfer Act/the State; 

3. The cleanup or final review of the adequacy of the cleanup does not occur expeditiously; 

4. The facility is subject to an existing federal administrative or judicial order for cleanup; or, 
prior of entry of the facility into a cleanup under the Transfer Act program, Region I begins 
preparation of an enforcement or response action regarding the facility, pursuant to the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) or RCRA; 

5. The facility is listed on, or proposed for listing on EPA's National Priorities List (NPL); or is 
at a site where Region I has submitted a Hazard Ranking Scoring package to EPA Headquarters, 
unless the site is eligible for a deferral under the RCRA/CERCLA deferral policy; 

6. The exercise of federal authority is necessary for Region I to meet its legal responsibilities; or 

7. The State requests that EPA take investigation and/or remediation activities at the facility. 

Region I will consult with the State and provide the State, where practicable and 
appropriate, an opportunity to take appropriate action within a timely manner, prior to making a 
determination that federal action is necessary at a state lead corrective action facility. 

' 

The State will provide information to and consult with EPA regarding sites undergoing 
corrective action under the Transfer Act program described above, to the same extent as for sites 
covered by the authorized program, as described in section VI. C. of this Memorandum of 
Agreement, above. If and when the State determines that all RCRA closure and corrective action 
requirements have been met at a non-land disposal facility, the State intends to use its base 
program authority to determine that a permit is not necessary and thus terminate the facility's 
interim status. The State will notify EPA in writing at least 60 days prior to starting the public 
comment process to terminate a facility's interim status, in order to enable EPA to timely raise 
any concerns. 

This agreement by EPA to generally defer to the State Transfer Act program described 
above does not cover cleanups under other State programs. However, EPA and State agree to 
cooperate to avoid duplication of effort with respect to sites which may undergo cleanups under 
other state or federal programs (e.g., under federal or state Orders or federal or state voluntary 
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programs). EPA and the State anticipate that further agreements to avoid duplication of effort 
may be reached on case by case bases. In all cases, EPA and the State will retain all of their 
enforcement and inspection rights and authorities, but one agency may agree in general to defer 
to an action by the other. 

Like all other parts of this Memorandum of Agreement, the provisions above are intended to 
guide EPA and State personnel in carrying out an effective working relationship, but are not 
meant to restrict the legal rights of either party or to create any rights in persons not parties to this 
Agreement. · 

VII. PERMIT ADMINISTRATION 

A. EPA 

EPA will administer the RCRA permits or portions of permits it has issued to facilities in 
the State until they expire or are terminated. EPA will be responsible for enforcing the terms and 
conditions of the Federal permits while they remain in force. EPA will discontinue federal 
permits issued pursuant to 40 CFR parts 124 and 270 when the State either incorporates the 
terms and conditions of such federal permits in State RCRA permits or issues State RCRA 
permits to those facilities. 

B. State 

The State agrees to review all hazardous waste permits which were issued under State law 
prior to the effective date of this Agreement and to modify, or revoke and reissue, such permits 
as necessary to require compliance with the amended State Program pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. 
§ 22a-6( a), Conn. Gen. Stat. § 22a-449( c) and sections 22a-449( c )-100 through 119 RCSA. The 
rate at which permits are reviewed, modified, revoked or reissued sha11 be negotiated under the 
PPA. 

The State shall notify EPA of any permits not equivalent to Federal permit requirements. 
Except for these non-equivalent permits, once EPA has determined that the State has fulfilled the 
requirements of 40 CFR 271.13( d), EPA will terminate the applicable Federal permit, or Federal 
portion of the permit, pursuant to the procedures in 40 CFR 124.S(d), notify the State that the 
permit is terminated, and no longer administer those permits or portions of permits for which the 
State is authorized. 

Where the State permit is not equivalent to Federal permit requirements, the State may 
modify, or revoke and reissue the State permit as necessary to require compliance with its 
11uthorized program in a manner consistent with RCRA as amended by HSW A. If the State does 
not modify, or revoke and reissue a permit equivalent to the Federal permit, EPA will administer 
and enforce its permit until it expires or is terminated. 

Upon the effective date of an equivalent State permit, EPA will terminate the Federal 
permit pursuant to 40 CFR 271.8(b)(6) and 124.S(d). EPA will notify the permittee by certified 
mail of its intent to terminate the Federal permit, and give the permittee 30 days in which to 
agree or object to termination of the permit. 
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Once all available administrative remedies have been utilized and fully exhausted, provided an 
appeal is authorized by law, a final decision ofDEP regarding a permit may be appealed to 
Superior Court. 

VIII. COMPLIANCE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT 

A. EPA 

Nothing in this Agreement shall restrict EP A's right to inspect any hazardous waste 
generator, transporter or facility or bring enforcement action against any person believed to be in 
violation of the State or Federal hazardous waste program or believed to have a release of 
hazardous waste or constituent. Before conducting an inspection of a generator, transporter or 
facility, EPA will normally give the State at least seven days notice of the intent to inspect in 
accordance with 40 CFR 271.8(b)(3)(i). If the State performs a compliance inspection and 
submits to EPA a report and data relevant thereto within that time, no EPA inspection will be 
made, unless EPA deems the State report and data to be inadequate or for other good cause. In 
case of an imminent hazard to human health and the environment, EPA may shorten or waive the 
notice period. EPA and the State may agree to a longer period of time in order to allow the State 
an opportunity to conduct a joint inspection with EPA, or if agreed, an inspection in lieu of EPA. 

The frequency of EPA oversight and training inspections will be specified in the PPA. The 
number or percentage of the State's compliance inspections on which EPA will accompany the 
State will be specified in the PP A, or on an as needed basis. 

This Agreement is not meant to restrict or limit EPA's oversight and enforcement 
authorities under RCRA. Any discussion of EPA or State roles and responsibilities is intended to 
guide EPA and State personnel in carrying out an effective partnership, but is not meant to make 
the State an EPA agent for purposes of enforcement, or to restrict or limit EPA's direct 
enforcement authority under RCRA. EPA may take enforcement action against any person 
determined to be in violation of RCRA in accordance with section 3008( a)(2). In particular, EPA 
may take enforcement action upon determining that the State has not taken timely and 
appropriate enforcement action or upon request by the State. EPA will promptly notify the State 
of its determination and agrees to meet with the State to discuss appropriate resolution. Prior to 
issuing a compliance order under section 3008(a), EPA will give notice to the State. EPA also 
retains its rights to issue orders and bring actions under sections 3008(h), 3013 and 7003 of 
RCRA and any other applicable Federal statute. 

EPA maintains authority to bring action and may take action, after notification to the State, 
under section 3008 ofRCRA against a holder of a State-issued permit on the grounds that the 
permittee is not complying with a condition of that pennit. In addition, EPA may take action 
under section 3008 of RCRA against a holder of a State-issued permit on the grounds that the 
permittee is not complying with a condition that the Regional Administrator, in commenting on 
that permit application or draft permit, stated was necessary to implement approved State 
program requirements, whether or not that condition was included in the final permit. 
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EPA will promptly notify the State of any information submitted by the public concerning 
the mismanagement of hazardous waste in the State of Connecticut. 

B. State 

The State agrees to carry out a timely and effective program for monitoring compliance by 
generators, transporters, and facilities with applicable program requirements (see 40 CFR 
271.15). As part of this program, the State will conduct inspections to assess compliance with 
generator and transporter standards (including manifest requirements), facility standards, permit 
requirements, compliance schedules, and all other program requirements. 

Compliance monitoring activities and priorities shall be consistent with all applicable 
Federal requirements and with the State's Program Description and will be negotiated in the PP A. 

The State agrees to take timely and appropriate enforcement action in accordance with the 
PPA against persons in violation of generator and transporter standards (including manifest 
requirements), facility standards, permit requirements, compliance schedules, and all other 
program requirements, including violations detected by State or Federal compliance inspections 
(except for violations where EPA has agreed to take the lead on enforcement). The State will 
maintain procedures for receiving and ensuring proper consideration or information about 
violations submitted by the public. 

The State agrees to retain all records for at least three years unless there is an enforcement 
action pending. · In that case all records will be retained until such action is resolved. 

IX. PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION (section 3006(f)) 

A. General 

Section 3006(f) ofRCRA, 42 USC § 6926(f), provides that States may be authorized by 
the Administrator under section 3006 only ifthe State program provides for the public 
availability of information obtained by the State regarding facilities and sites for treatment, 
storage and disposal of hazardous waste; and that such information is available to the public in 
substantially the same manner, and to the same degree, as would bi;: the case if the Administrator 
were carrying out the provisions of this subtitle in the State. 

B. Requests for Information 

1. To the same extent required by the Federal Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC 
§ 552(a)(2), the State agrees to make certain materials available without a formal FOIA 

. request. Examples of such materials include information on DEP's website, state 
regulations, information prepared for public distribution and similar types of information, 
but does not include information that is published and offered for sale. In addition, records 
prepared for routine public distribution will also be made available. Examples of such 
records are press releases, copies of speeches, pamphlets, and educational materials. 
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2. The State agrees to make reasonable efforts to assist a requestor in identifying records 
being sought and to help the requestor formulate his or her request. 

3. The State agrees to make the fullest possible disclosure ofrecords to the public, subject to 
the exemptions adopted by the State, which have been determined by EPA to be equivalent 
to the exemptions under Federal FOIA. 

4. If a request for information (or portion thereof) is denied, the State agrees to provide the 
requestor with the basis for any such denial and an explanation of any appeal procedures. 

5. If requested, the state will consider waiving the fees in connection with a request for 
records from a representative of the press or other communication medium, or from a 
public interest group. Provided it is authorized under Conn. Gen. Stat. § 1-212 (d), the 
state will waive the fee in connection with a request for records if the state determines that 
compliance with a request benefits the general welfare. 

6. Pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat.§ 1-210(b)(19), records may be withheld from public 
disclosure when there are reasonable grounds to believe that disclosure may result in a 
safety risk, except if the records are requested by a law enforcement agency, in which case 
the records shall be disclosed. These records are specified in Conn. Gen. Stat. § 1-
21 O(b )(19) and may include emergency plans and emergency recovery and response plans 
or other records relating to facilities and sites used for the treatment, storage and disposal 
of hazardous waste. Pursuant to section l-210(d), whenever DEP has reasonable grounds 
to believe that disclosure of the afore-mentioned records may result in a safety risk it must 
notify the State Commissioner of Public W arks. Whenever DEP provides such notification 
to the Commissioner of Public Works, notice shall also be provided to EPA. If requested 
by EPA, DEP shall consult with EPA regarding striking the proper balance between 
informing the public and any safety risks (including protecting against terrorism) and what 
if any recommendation should be made to the state Department of Public Works. The 
State Commissioner of Public Works will determine whether or not to release a record. 
EPA will be promptly informed of any such determination. EPA will notify DEP when and 
if it determines that the denial of a request for documents covered by section l-210(b)(l9) 
may be contrary to the requirements ofRCRA section 3006(f), 42 USC § 6926(f). 

C. Confidentiality of Business Information 

If a person claims that a record qualifies as a trade secret, or makes a similar claim of 
confidentiality, and a request is made to produce any such record, the State agrees that it will 
promptly notify the requestor about any claimed exemptions from disclosure. In addition, the 
State will inform the requestor that it will make a determination about whether the requested 
records are or are not exempt from disclosure. The State will also notify the requestor of its final 
determination. 

D. Oversight 

1. The State agrees to keep a log of denials of requests for information (or a file containing 
copies of denial letters sent to requesters) which, if requested, will be made available to 
EPA during the State review. 
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2. The State agrees to keep EPA fully informed of any proposed modifications to its basic 
statutory or regulatory authority, its forms, procedures, or priorities, as applied to section 
3006(f), 42 USC § 6926(f). 

/ 
STATE OF CONNECTICUT/ 

/ ./··· 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIR9-Ni\fE ALP 

/ . 

BY: 

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 1 - NEW ENGLAND 

BY: Robert W. Varney, Regional Administrator 

SIGNATURE:~ • v>, \)-, ="" 
<: _, 

DATE: _ __._.'f/,__,_'f+-'/o'-+f--------
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RCRA CORRECTIVE ACTION COORDINATION PLAN FOR CONNECTICUT 

CTD001451855 A. J. TUCK COMPANY DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD041054602 ACME DIVISION I M I DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001701168 •CME RIVET & MACHINE CORP DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD004531042 AEROSPACE TECHNIQUES INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD983871914 AHLSTROM DEXTER LLC Main Plant DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD983895137 AHSTROM DEXTER American WritinQ Co. DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTR000003202 ALCOA, INC. DEP 

CTD980510291 
AMBIONCORP 

DEP 
CTD000791095 AMERICAN CYANAMID CO DAVIS & GECK DEP 
CTD000842484 AMERICAN CYANAMID CO DAVIS & GECK DEP 
CTD980916779 ARCH CHEMICALS INC. DEP · Upon Authorization 
CTD001161181 ATLANTIC WIRE CO DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD064832611 AUTO-SWAGE PRODUCTS INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001145671 BASS PLATING COMPANY DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD080848666 BATES, SUSAN·INC/COATS & CLARK DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001166586 BICCORP DEP 

BIRKEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY -
CTD001144062 RCRA - POST CLOSURE DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD001179316 BOVANO IND INC ' EPA Upon Authorization 
CTD072134927 BRIDGEPORT MACHINES INC DEP 

BRIDGEPORT PLATING FACILITY-FORMER 
CTD001180587 (0 & G INDUSTRIES, INC.") DEP Upon Authorization . 

BRISTOL CHROMIUM CORPORATION 
CTD001153253 (FLETCHER'REAL TY, INC.) DEP Upon Authorization 

BRISTOL LANDFILL - RCRA METAL 
CTD000790725 HYDROXIDE SLUDGE CELL DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD001165224 BRONSON HOMER D CO DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001980911 BRUNSWICK GOLF BRUNSWICK CORP DEP 
CTD002344257 CARPENTER TECHNOLOGY CORP DEP 
CTD001164342 CARPIN MFG INC DEP 

CBS (WESTINGHOUSE ELEC CORP 
CTD001183078 BRYANT DIV) DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD044121697 CEE ASSOC (BURNDY/CANDLEWOOD) DEP Upon Aulhorizalion 

CENTURY BRASS PRODUCTS INC,. 
CTR000003012 CONVEY DEP Prior to Authorization 

. 

CTD060008307 
CENTURY BRASS PRODUCTS INC, RETAIN 

DEP Upon Authorization 
CENTURY ENTERPRISE CENTER - NEW 

CTD000847707 MILFORD DEP UpOn Authorization 
CTD001145317 CERRO METAL PRODUCTS CO. DEP Upon Authorization 

CHEROKEE I AKA SOUTHINGTON 
MANUFACTURING [former P&W-AIRCRAFT 

CTD001149277 RD] DEP 
CTD000604488 CLEAN HARBORS OF CONNECTICUT INC EPA State Permit 
CTD024506800 COATING SCIENCES INC DEP 
CTD058508722 COLONIAL BRONZE COMPANY EPA Upon Authorization 

COLT MFG CO INC I AKA COL TSVILLE 
CTD001157106 HERITAGE PARK INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD000844258 COLTS MFG CO INC DEP 
CTD050628148 COLUMBIA MAGNETICS DEP 
CTD001159557 COMBUSTION ENGINEERING INC EPA Completion with Conlrols 
CTD005931456 CONSERTHERM SYSTEMS INC DEP 
CTD001180462 CONTRACT PLATING COMPANY, INC. EPA Other 

CORBIN RUSSWIN ARCHITECTURAL 
CTD052541695 HDWR DEP Completion with Controls 
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RCRA CORRECTIVE ACTION COORDINATION PLAN FOR CONNECTICUT 

CRAMER COMPANY FACILITY - AKA MILL 
ROCK LEASING PROPERTY AKA M H 

CTD001162114 RHODES DEP Upon Authorization 

CT LIGHT & POWER - DEVON ELECTRIC 
CTD000845248 GENERATING STATION DEP Property Transfer 

CT LIGHT & POWER - MIDDLETOWN 
GENERATING STATION I AKA NRG 

CTD000845230 MIDDLETOWN OPERATIONS DEP Property Transfer 

CT LIGHT & POWER - MONTVILLE 
CTD049181654 GENERATING STATION DEP Property Transfer 

CT LIGHT & POWER - NORWALK HARBOR 
CTD000845214 GENERATING STATION DEP Property Transfer 
CTD018844050 CT WASTE OIL INC DEP 
CTD042306720 CT YANKEE HADDAM NECK PLANT EPA 
CTD045104858 CUNOINC DEP 
CTD001864024 CYTEC INDUSTRIES INC - STAMFORD I DEP 

CTD001173467 
CYTEC INDUSTRIES, INC - WALLINGFORD DEP Complelion with Controls 
DALTON ENTERPRISES, INC. (FORMER 

CTD001167493 BALL & SOCKET MFG CO) EPA Other 
CTD000841163 DANBURY LANDFILL - RCRA - CLOSED DEP Prior to Authorization 

CTD046238630 
DELTA RUBBER COMPANY, THE DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD010168870 DETREX CHEMICAL IND INC DEP 
CTD001450006 DONHAM CRAFT, INC. DEP Upon Authorization 
CTDOOl 159730 DOW CHEMICAL CO ALLYNS POINT PLT EPA Completion with Controls 
CTD057794984 DOW UNITED TECH COMP PROD DEP 
CTDOOl 84097 4 DRESSER EQUIPMENT GROUP, INC. DEP Upon Authorization 

DUPONT PHOTOMASKS, INC. (E.I. DUPONT 

CTDOOl 184324 
DE NEMOURS AND COMPANY)-

DEP Completion with Controls 
DYNO NOBEL INC./ AKA ENSIGN-

CTD058509712 BICKFORD CO DEP State Permit 

CTD089631956 
EAST COAST ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD001163708 EATON PRESSURE SENSORS DIV DEP 

ELECTRONICS METAL FINISHING 
CTD075397992 CORPORATION DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001169010 · ENTHONE 0 M I INC DEP Upon Authorization 

EWRtENVIRONMENTAL WASTE 
CTD072138969 RESOURCES INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001181148 EXIDE GROUP INC DEP 
CTD067071753 EYELET SPECIAL TY CO INC DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD043038744 
FARIA, THOMAS G CORPORATION 

EPA Remedy Proposal 
CTD052542669 FENNER AMERICAN LTD DEP 
CTD001453547 FERRO CORP DEP 
CTDOOl 152545 FORESTVILLE IND PLATING CO INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD049595754 GAISSER E J INC DEP 

GAR ELECTROFORMING DIVISION, 
CTD064834914 ELECTROFORMERS INC. DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD072142052 GENERAL DATA CO DEP Remedy Proposal 

GENERAL DYNAM CORP ELECTRIC BOAT 
CTD001147842 DIV EPA Completion with Controls 

GENERAL DYNAM CORP ELECTRIC BOAT 
CTD018668269 DIV EPA Completion with Controls 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CTD001453711 BRIDGEPORT DEP Other 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC WASTE WATER/GE 
CTD000842492 PLAINVILLE LAGOON DEP Upon Authorization 

GENERAL MOTORS CORP DELCO CHAS 
CTD018625632 DIV DEP Property Transfer 

GILBERT & BENNETI MANUFACTURING 
CTD001162775 CORP DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD081294787 GLASTONBURY TOWN OF DEP 
CTD004531919 GUARDSMAN PRODUCTS INC DEP 
CTD001145341 HAMILTON SUNDSTRAND DEP Remedy Proposal 
CTD001157288 HANDCRAFT TEXTILE PRINT CO DEP 
CTD018656819 HANDY & HARMAN FAIRFIELD PLT EPA Prior to Authorization 
CTD001166008 HARPER LEADER INC EPA Property Transfer 

HELi COIL PRODUCTS BLACK & DECKER 
CTD051598191 co DEP 
CTD001149582 HONEYWELL SKINNER VALVE DIV DEP Upon Authorization 

HOWE FURNITURE CORPORATION 
CTD001162858 (FORMER) C/O HAROLD HOWE, JR. EPA Remedy Proposal 

IDEAL PRODUCTS, INC./SMSP-
. CTD001168137 CONNECTICUT, LLC DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD001163237 INCO ENGINEERED PRODUCTS INC DEP 
CTD059831479 INCO ENGINEERED PRODUCTS INC DEP 

INVENSYS, INCORPORATED (ROBERT 
CTD075397943 SHAW CONTROLS) DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD083343269 ISELI COMPANY 
DEP Completion with Controls 

CTD001165703 ITWWATERBURY BUCKLE PLASTIGLIDE DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001139047 JACOBS VEHICLE EQUIPMENT CO DEP 
CTD085065027 JOHNSON & JOHNSON MEDICAL INC DEP 
CTD001166032 JOMA INC DEP 

CTD001155225 KAMAN AEROSPACE CORP - BLOOMFIELD 
EPA Prior to Authorization 

CTD065529158 KAMAN AEROSPACE CORP - MOOSUP 
EPA Prior to Authorization 

CTD062204573 KAMATICS CORP DEP 
CTD001449602 KANTHAL CORPORATION DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001155159 KEENEY MFG CO THE DEP 
CTD072115793 KENDRO LABARATORY PRODUCTS DEP Upon Authorization 

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORP NEW MILFORD 
CTD001453299 MILL DEP 
CTD008782237 KING DJ INC DEP 

LAKE SUCCESS BUSINESS PARK 
(REMINGTON ARMS-FORMERLY) 

CTD001453216B (SPORTING GOODS PROPERTIES INC) EPA Completion with Controls 
CTD001162460 LIGHT METALS COLORING INC DEP Completion with Controls 

CTDOoOB41130 LIGHTOLIER NORWICH DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001139617 LOCTITE CORP DEP 
CTD001164599 MACDERMID INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD981062854 MACDERMID INC FREIGHT ST DEP 
CTD001154566 MACDERMID OF BRISTOL INC DEP 
CTD001178706 MARLIN FIREARMS CO THE DEP 

Mattatuck Mfg. [Boutin Loretta] (TELEFLEX 
CTD001165760 AUTOMOTIVE) DEP Upon Authorization 

MCGRAW EDISON COMPANY C/O COOPER 
CTD042308270 INDUS/FORMER BUSSMANN DIV DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001265636 MEDALLIC ART EPA Completion with Controls 
CTD001452093 MERRIAM MFG CO INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD054476973 MICROTECH INC DEP Other 
CTD001147974 MILLER COMPANY, THE DEP 
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CTD000845198 MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STA DEP Other 
CTD001166263 MIRROR POLISHING AND PLATING, INC. DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001160811 NATIONAL CHROMIUM COMPANY, INC. DEP Completion with Controls 

NAVAL PRODUCTS I AKA MOHEGAN TRIBE 
CTD001147875 OF INDIANS DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD001154558 NEW METAL FINISHING TECHNOLOGIES 
DEP 

NORDEN SYSTEMS INC, UTC I AKA NSI 
CTD089623318 UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP DEP 
CTD051320372 NORTH & JUDD INC, MIDDLE ST DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD021814207 NORTH & JUDD INC, PAMEACHA ST DEP Upon Authorization 

NORTHEAST ELECTRONICS 
CTD001176486 CORPORATION DEP 

OLIN CORP SOMERS THIN .STRIP BRASS 
CTDD53704110 GRP DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001451004 OLIN CORPORATION - NEW HAVEN DEP Property Transfer 

OLIN CORPORATION (FORMER TRI-STAR 
CTD052544376 SPORTS FACILITY) DEP 
CTD060022944 OSRAM SYLVANIA INC DEP 
CTD005931969 OVATION INSTRUMENTS DEP 
CTD001152271 PAPE ELECTROPLATING CO INC DEP 
CTD002594836 PAR FINISHING INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD046422887 PERKIN ELMER DEP 
CTD001147495 PFIZER INC DEP 

PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY I AKA 
CTD001168533 PFIZER EPA 
CTD001171677 PHILSON INC DEP 
CTD001161793 PITNEY BOWES INC DEP 

PLAINVILLE LANDFILL - RCRA (TOWN OF 
CTD081296758 PLAINVILLE) DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD001149459 PLAINVILLE PLATING COMPANY EPA Upon Authorization 
CTD980524326 PORTERS GROVE METAL RECOVERY CO DEP 
CTD002593416 POWER SEMICONDUCTORS INC EPA Upon Authorization 
CTD990672081 PRATT & WHITNEY - MAIN ST. DEP Upon Authorization 

CTD000845131 
PRATT & WHITNEY - PENT RD.I WILLGOOS 

DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD059829606 PRATT & WHITNEY CO INC DEP 

PRATT & WHITNEY DIV - MIDDLETOWN 
CTD003935905 (UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP) DEP Completion with Controls 

PRATT & WHITNEY DIV (UNITED 
CTD000844399 TECHNOLOGIES CORP-COLT ST) DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD000844324 PRATT & WHITNEY ENGINE DIV DEP 

PRATT & WHITNEY FACILITY (FORMER -
CTD001449511 NORTH HAVEN) DEP Upon Authorization 

PRATT & WHITNEY ORO (NEWELL ST-
CTD000844332 SOUTHINGTON) DEP Completion With Controls 
CTD000844407 PRATT & WHITNEY Rockv Hill . DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD021814777 PRINTING DEVELOPMENTS INC DEP 
CTD991288622 PUTNAM MUNICIPAL LANDFILL DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD000842906 QUINLAN RUSSELL IJ. B. COGGINSI DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001186618 RAYMARK IND INC EPA Other 
CTD001454032 RELIABLE PLATING & POLISHING CO DEP 
CTD072128911 REVERE TRANSDUCERS INC DEP 

RISDON AMS, A CROWN CORK & SEAL 
CTD001168558 COMPANY EPA Completion with Controls 
CTD001168574 RISDONCO DEP 
CTD001141167 ROGERS CORP EPA Remedy Proposal 
CTD018884833 ROGERS CORP E P G W EPA Remedy Proposal 
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CTD065537391 ROGERS CORP PORON DIV EPA 
CTD000117978 ROYAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC DEP 
CTD001156009 SAFETY KLEEN CORP - PLAINFIELD DEP Prior to Authorization 

SAFETY KLEEN CORP NO. 838 - WEST 
CTD000845982 HARTFORD DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD000845974 SAFETY KLEEN CORP NORTH BRANFORD DEP 

SAFETY KLEEN FACILITY NO. 841 -
CTD980667927 BRANFORD DEP Prior to Authorization 

SANITARY DASH MANUFACTURING CO., 
CTD001153840 INC. DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD0567 48205 SARGENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001457019 SCOVILL INC APPAREL FASTENERS DIV DEP 

CTD000651927 SEASIDE PARK LANDFILL - BRIDGEPORT DEP Prior to Authorization · 
CTD001145432 SESSIONS J H & SON INC DEP 
CTD000604546 SHEL TON LANDFILL - CRRA DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD001442417 SIBLEY COMPANY DEP Upon Authorization 

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORP -
CTD001449735 BRIDGEPORT EPA Completion with Controls 

CTD001449784 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORP- STRATFORD 

EPA Remedy Proposal 

SOLVENTS RECOVERY SERVICE OF N 
CTD009717604 ENGL EPA Other 
CTD062202791 SOMERS INDUSTRIAL FINISHING CORP EPA Upon Authorization 

CTD047713136 SOUTH BROAD ASSOC DEP 
CTD980515290 . SOUTHDOWN INC EPA Upon AuthQrization 

. SOUTHINGTON - DEPAOLO DRIVE 
CTD000844308 LANDFILL DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD00117 4580 SPECIFICATIONS PLATING INC .EPA Other 

CTD001140862 SPIRCL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION DEP Remedy Proposal 
SPORTING GOODS PROPERTIES INC 
(REMINGTON ARMS-FORMERLY) REMGRIT 

CTD001453216 REALTY, INC- EPA 

STAMFORD NATURAL GAS STORAGE 
CTD000845222 FACIL DEP 
CTD047711346 STANCHEM INC DEP 

CTD010170363 
STANLEY HARDWARE & PLATING CO., INC. 

DEP 
CTD001181502 STRATFORD ARMY ENGINE PLANT DEP Other 

CTD002496909 SUMMIT CORPORATION OF AMERICA DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD060015922 SUN CHEMICAL CORP G P I DIV DEP 
CTD001145267 SUPERIOR ELECTRIC CO DEP 

CTD001139054 SWIFT M & SONS INC EPA Completion with Controls 
CTD088315643 SWIFT M & SONS INC EPA 
CTD000844365 SYNTHETIC PROD CO DIV PLASTIC SPEC! EPA Upon Authorization 
CTD001179688 SYNTHETIC PROD CO DIV OF COOKSON EPA 
CTD058865072 TECH SYSTEMS CORP IDATRON) DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD053707741 TEKNICIRCUITS, INC DEP Remedy Proposal 

THOMASTON ENTERPRISES, INC. (FKA 
ENVIRITE CORPORATION) (NOW 

CTD093616613 INCLUDING PURE-ETCH} EPA Completion with Controls 
THOMPSON TOWN OF SANITARY 

CTD000769729 LANDFILL DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD001165208 TIMEX CORP DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD991289513 TORRINGTON LANDFILL DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD000845263 TORRINGTON WPCP 1 DEP 

UI BRIDGEPORT HARBOR ST/AKA 
CTD000638627 BRIDGEPORT HARBOR STATION DEP Prior to Authorization 
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UNIROYAL CHEMICAL CO INC I AKA 
CTD001449B26 CROMPTON MANUFACTURING CO INC DEP 

UNITED ILLUMIN NEW HAVEN HARBOR 
CTDOOOB443B1 STA DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD021B16BB9 UNITED OIL RECOVERY INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD095532131 UNITED TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH CTR DEP 
CTD000635B96 UPJOHN CORP (DOW LAB) EPA Completion with Controls 
CT0690307B71 US COAST GUARD ACADEMY DEP 
CT6B90113792 US DOE KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LAB EPA Completion with Controls 
CT 4170022020 US NAVAL SUBMARINE BASE EPA Other 
CTD010166791 UTC FUEL CELLS, LLC DEP 
CTD0011B1205 VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORPORATION DEP Completion with Controls 

VIRGINIA INDUSTRIES, INC. {HOLGRATH 
CTD001164334 MEDICAL TECH) DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001186212 VITRAMON INC DEP Upon Autho~izatlon 
CTD9912BB960 WALLINGFORD LANDFILL - CRRA DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD001453232 WAMPUS MILFORD ASSOCIATES, LLC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD001157049 WARING PRODS DIV DYN CORP OF AMER DEP Upon Authorization 

WARNER-LAMBERT COMPANY/SCHICK 
CTD052704335 WILKINSON SWORD/Pfizer DEP Upon Authorization 

WATERBURY COMPANIES, INC {aka 
CTD001165695 Waterbury Button Co.) DEP Upon Authorization 
CTDOOl 171719 WATERBURY PLATING CO DEP 
CTDOOl 164607 WATERBURY ROLLING MILLS INC DEP Upon Authorization 
CTD991289398 WATERTOWN LANDFILL DEP Prior to Authorization 

WHITING SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS 
CTDOOl 183953 INC DEP 
CTD001450154 WHYCO CHROMIUM CO INC DEP . Upon Authorization 

CTDOOl 140920 
WILLIAM PRYM, INC., DAYVILLE FACILITY DEP Upon Authorization . 

CTDOOl 444066 WINCHESTER PROPERTIES DEP 

WINDSOR MANUFACTURING - BARNES 
GROUP INC AKA BARNES AEROSPACE 

CTDOOl 148303 WINDSOR DIV DEP Upon Authorization 
WINDSOR-BLOOMFIELD SANITARY 
LANDFILL & RCRA METAL HYDROXIDE 

CTD991289133 CELL DEP Prior to Authorization 
CTD002590461 WYREWYND DEP other 
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